
THE PAL AWARD is the only Toy Industry  
recognition led by a credentialed speech and 
language expert, calling out the language 
learning edge in exceptional toys, games,   
books and media. Through their design,     
quality, content and character, PAL winners 
spark Play that Advances Language. Sherry 
Artemenko’s selections based on 35 years         
of child development experience and over    
15,000 hours working with kids, empower      
her unique reviews that explain how parents  
can best use her winning PAL recommendations.

Early language proficiency correlates with later school performance, reading, writing and critical thinking skills, 
and influences emotional, cognitive and social growth. From their first words to little sentences and storytelling, 
children progress in their ability to express feelings, connect relationally, solve problems, make decisions and 
navigate life. Consulting in the schools, Sherry recognizes the current demand for solid language skills necessary to 
achieve, especially in STEM curricula, where students are increasingly challenged to explain the “how” and “why” 
of concepts mastered. Building strong language is the foundation for STEM readiness, and our thriving day-to-day.

• Download a submission form at www.playonwords.com [PR DEADLINES 4/1 and 9/1]
• Eligible toys/games/books/media are those released after 6/1 of the prior calendar year
• Send one form and product sample with each submission payment of $395 per product è
• The PAL selection process reflects Sherry’s 1000’s of hours serving and playing with kids
•Winners get free lifetime use of the PAL seal for shows, websites, print and social media
• Samples are not returned nor does every submission win. Playonwords.com gives samples to toy tester families. 
and charities serving the underprivileged. Playonwords remains the exclusive supplier of authorized PAL stickers.
•Questions? Please contact: sherry@playonwords.com or  bob@playonwords.com (203-526-9990)   

Importance of Play and PAL Award Differentiation

Sherry promotes, champions and sells PAL Award winners throughout the year

PAL AWARD
è 10/1 thru 5/31
NORTH CAROLINA
è 6/1 thru 9/30
WISCONSIN

®

• Tapped as an expert in Parents Magazine, San Francisco Chronicle, Chicago Tribune and parenting.com
• Featured on FOX and NBC TV News affiliates recommending “Smart Toys” and her “Top 10 PAL Picks”
• Promotes PAL winners in reviews citing their fun and unique learning-edge features on www.playonwords.com
• Named an ASHAsphere “Best Speech-Language Blog” (American Speech Language Hearing Association)
• Teaming with Northwestern University Graduate Speech School’s faculty to teach play-based therapy
• PAL VIDEO REVIEWS - Gives tips on how best to raise the level of language learning through great PAL products

“From thousands of hours working with kids to build their language through play, I intuitively identify the learning 
potential in toys and games. It is my passion to share that perspective with parents, educators, brands and retailers, 
to be more attuned and committed to smart play.  Producing great play involves looking deeper into the toy’s 
potential. What is the importance of dollhouse play as kids experiment with roles, practice dialogue, experience 
other points of view, negotiate plots, and generate stories? How can play with a train set be elevated by adding 
people, stations, houses or schools? Are we looking for board games that require critical thinking, problem solving, 
emotional intelligence (EI), group collaboration, grammatical insight, or reading readiness? When we pick up the 
level of play through careful selection of toys, kids can strengthen essential learning skills while having loads of fun!”

PAL Award Submission Process and Free Lifetime Media Usage
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2020 PAL AWARD

• “Play is the most important part of childhood ... It’s how they develop emotionally, 
cognitively and in LANGUAGE — It’s important to understand how all of us, and especially parents, can 
encourage play.”    Dr. Benard Dreyer, NYU Langone Medical Center
• “Play is the highest form of research.” Dr. Albert Einstein, Nobel Laureate

http://www.playonwords.com/
mailto:sherry@playonwords.com
mailto:bob@playonwords.com
http://www.playonwords.com/
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1)   WHY the PAL Award                                           

2)   WHO is behind playonwords.com

3)   WHAT is the PAL Award

4)   WHO can use the PAL Seal - When and Where 

5)   HOW do I submit to win a PAL Award 

6)   PAL Award Sticker Order Form

Sherry Artemenko, speech and language expert, therapist and mom has a passion for    
helping parents and caregivers find and use toys, games, books and media that have the 
potential to strengthen language. Playonwords was founded to promote this vision.

The PAL, “Play Advances Language, ” Award recognizes outstanding toys, games and 
books unique in encouraging speech development based on more than thirty years and 
15,000+ therapy hours of insight as a leading language expert and educator.

Please send a separate form (see following pages) with each product submitted for 
evaluation, including a fee of $395 per product. This information package contains our simple 
one page submission form. Winners will be contacted and they then can display the PAL seal.

Order award stickers to affix to your winning product(s). They come                                    
in 1.0”, 1.5” and 2.0”diameters and are available from us in 1,000
unit increments. See attached form for pricing and details.

PAL Award Info Pack
CONTENTS

PAL winners receive free lifetime use of the PAL seal with their specific winning product(s) 
for advertising displays and shows, their websites, and print and social media. PAL Award 
official dull gold foil adhesive stickers are only available through Playonwords LLC. 

There is no significant cognitive development or communication without language.  Likewise 
there is no creative play without words to define objects, frame concepts, enable problem 
solving, transmit learning, promote cooperation and develop/refine/store knowledge.

®
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PROMOTE YOUR  PAL WINNERS
• Link to PAL product reviews that articulate your winner’s language learning edge
• Include playonwords.com value differentiators in company marketing communications
• Display PAL Award stickers on, or seals integrated into, your product’s packaging
• Promote your PAL winner with a customized market-focused Playonwords review video
• Pair the PAL Award seal with your winner’s product images on websites, in catalogues, 

commercials, at industry fairs and shows

PLAYONWORDS  IS YOUR ADVOCATE IN EXCELLENCE

LEVERAGE THE POWER OF LANGUAGE LEARNING  
Winning a PAL Award reflects your product’s potential for impacting a child’s language 
development. This is important to your customers and it’s backed by developmental research:
• Babies are learning machines – in the first years many critical windows are opening/closing
• Kids with the highest IQs at three, had the most words at one and two
• Language learning is cumulative – early words è early sentences è language
• Experiences mold the brain – early stimulation is essential
•Most kids maintain their verbal advantage through childhood
•While genes program the sequence of neural development ,                                                                
at every turn the quality of development is shaped by                                                                   
environmental factors …every touch, movement and                                                                     
emotion…modifying the way a child’s brain is wired
• An early start at language can’t help but accelerate all                                                                        
of a child’s emotional, social and cognitive development   

Lisa Eliot, PhD, Harvard, Columbia University
Robert Owens, PhD, State University of NY, Geneseo
Dr. Elizabeth Wiig, Boston University

Why The PAL Award 

®

• Tapped as an expert in Parents Magazine, San Francisco Chronicle, Chicago Tribune and parenting.com
• Featured on FOX and NBC TV News affiliates recommending “Smart Toys” and her “Top 10 PAL Picks”
• Promotes PAL winners in reviews citing their fun and unique learning-edge features on www.playonwords.com
• Named an ASHAsphere “Best Speech-Language Blog” (American Speech Language Hearing Association)
• Teaming with Northwestern University Graduate Speech School’s faculty to teach play-based therapy
• PAL VIDEO REVIEWS - Gives tips on how best to raise the level of language learning through great PAL products

THE PAL EDGE
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“Sherry is an important guru in the 

world of kids’ products. Her insights 

across a wide spectrum of child 

development issues run sharp and 

deep. In addition to her impressive 

media presence, she has a speech 

and language pathology 

background.”

Andy Forrest, Principal

Disney Inventor of the Year

Sherry Artemenko MA , CCC - SLP

• Over 35 years working with kids and families
• In-school and private practice expertise
• Leader advancing language learning in:

- Toy, game, book, media collaborative play
- Building STEM and other academic readiness
• Calls out unique PAL Award differentiators
• ASHAsphere’s “20 Best Speech Therapy Blogs”   
• Has delivered 15,000+ hours of speech therapy

Tapped as an expert 

• NBC and Fox News TV affiliates
• Parents Magazine and Parenting.com  
• Chicago Tribune, San Francisco Chronicle 
• ASTRAtoy.org – Specialty toy retailer blog
• Northwestern University Graduate School

of Speech advisor on “Toys that teach” and
play-based therapy.

Credentialed professional, passionate parent and teacher … pal to kids

• BA and MA, with honors, in Communicative Disorders, Northwestern University School of Speech
• Licensed Speech and Language Pathologist
• Certified member of the American Speech Language Hearing Association (ASHA)
• ASHA Certificate of Clinical Competence

“The highly selective  

PAL Award 

recognizes the 

language 

component

in toys as a key 

development tool”

Reyne Rice
Toy Trend Expert
Consultant 

Who is behind playonwords.com

®

playonwords.com is :

§ A credentialed source

§ Focused on new offers

§ Passionate about play

§ Highly selective

§ Innovative

§ Great toys è language!
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“I think it is great that you are providing this award.
It fills a much needed gap.”                                                        
Rory O'Connor, Founder Hub Games and the Creativity Hub                                            
Creator of Rory's Story Cubes, Toy of the Year Nominee

“I’M CONSTANTLY WALKING INTO WELL-STOCKED PLAYROOMS 
DEVOID OF LANGUAGE TOYS. Parents want to know what toys 
and books draw language out of a child and specific research 
based tips on how to best use that toy,” explains Artemenko. “A 
train set without a conductor or passenger misses the opportunity 
for dialogue.” In addition               to best speech science practices 
and creative play strategies, Artemenko identifies 
for parents the toys, games and books with superior 
“chat factor” for meaningful play.

ON-THE-FLOOR PLAY WITH KIDS PLUS 35+ YEARS OF EXPERIENCE in the 
schools and private practice empowers Artemenko’s popular blog, 
playonwords.com, a trusted resource for parents, teachers, and toy 
manufacturers. A frequently quoted expert in the media including Parents 
Magazine, the Chicago Tribune, San Francisco Chronicle, NBC Connecticut 
TV, and parenting.com, she contributes regularly to Astra’s toy blog and 
ASHAsphere, the blog of the American Speech and Hearing Association.

PAL AWARDS WILL BE ANNOUNCED THROUGH THE YEAR on playonwords.com’s website, featuring unique 
reviews detailing helpful language strategies. Winning toys, games and books will distinguish themselves in a 
number of language development areas, for example: opportunities for kids to describe multi-sensory 
experiences; scenarios for open-ended play generating rich interaction and dialogue; experiments in which rich 
play sparks STEM words; inspiration for creative story-telling and sharing.

EARLY LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY CORRELATES WITH 
LATER PERFORMANCE IN SCHOOLS — reading, 
writing, and critical thinking skills—and influences 
emotional, cognitive and social growth. From a baby’s 
first coo, a toddler’s words, a preschooler’s little 
sentences to storytelling, children 
progress in their ability to express feelings, 
successfully connect in social situations, solve 
problems, make good decisions and navigate life.

What’s the
PAL Award

Closes a gap

Meets parent’s needs

A trusted source

Serves the industry

All about kids

A Differentiator
Unique among toy awards — The 
only industry program directed by a 
credentialed speech and language 
pathologist who recognizes great 
toys, games, books and media that 
facilitate kids’ language learning.

®

NBC-CT
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AFTER NOTIFICATION FROM PLAYONWORDS LLC                       
As indicated in the “Who” section above, formal submissions 
received become award “candidates.” Playonwords LLC will 
inform companies if their submitted products have won the PAL 
Award at which time they are eligible to display the PAL Award 
seal with that specific winning entry.

SUBMITTED APPLICATIONS THAT ARE SUBSEQUENTLY AWARDED                        
By completing a PAL Award Submission Form for a particular toy, 
game or media entry, along with sending payment and a product 
sample to Playonwords LLC, those specific entries become PAL 
Award candidates. Firms subsequently receiving notification from 
Playonwords LLC that their entries have been awarded can display 
PAL Awards in association with that specific winning entry.

Who can use the PAL Seal - When and Where 

WHEN can the PAL Seal be used

WHO can use the PAL Award Seal

®

PRINT, DIGITAL AND SOCIAL MEDIA
PAL Award Seals man be freely displayed in association with 
award winning product on websites, integrated into packaging 
artwork, in television commercials, and print media (including 
catalogues, booths, banners and backdrops). The only authorized 
source for PAL Award adhesive stickers for use externally on 
products or packaging is via the Playonwords LLC order form.

WHERE can the PAL Seal be used

ALTERATION, PRODUCT QUALITY and PAL TOP TEN *
PAL Award Seals cannot be altered in any way or the recognition 
received by that winning product will be nullified. Status as a PAL 
Award winner will also be terminated in the event that the core 
nature and quality of the recognized product is altered or 
degrades. PAL Award recognition and display of the PAL seal is 
authorized to winning products for their lifetime. PAL winners 
that receive PAL TOP TEN recognition also receive free lifetime 
use of the PAL TOP TEN Seal at no additional charge.

AND ALSO …

* Prices, practices, terms and conditions subject to final confirmation by Playonwords LLC
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PAL Award Submission Form - Toys/Games/Books

Submission Product Name

Release Date Suggested Retail Price

Suggested Age

Company Website 

CONTACT

PRODUCT __ of __ 

Entrant company certifies that all data in this entry form is true and that each product submitted complies with required safety standards. It also 
agrees that Playonwords LLC has the right to grant or not grant awards at its discretion, and that display or association with the PAL Award 
Trademark is exclusively limited to the submission above being confirmed as a PAL Award winner by Playonwords LLC, the owner of this Trademark.

Entrant understands and agrees that playonwords.com assessment, review or grant of an award shall under no circumstances be deemed to 
constitute any opinion, representation, or warranty as to the safety of the products by any at playonwords.com, its officers, agents, and employees. 

Entrant agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless playonwords.com as well as all of its officers, agents, and employees, successors and 
assigns, from and against any and all Damages and Claims including but not limited to (a) those caused by products submitted to playonwords.com; 
and (b) claims, demands, causes of action, debts, liabilities, losses, or legal and other costs, however designated, that relate to the products Entrant 
has submitted to playonwords.com and/or any awards granted by playonwords.com to the Entrant. 

Entrant certifies to playonwords.com that it owns all intellectual property rights in and to the product submission, and that the submission does not 
infringe upon any other party’s intellectual property rights. 

Under no circumstances shall playonwords.com be liable to any party on account of use of the products listed in this entry form. Such limitation of 
liability shall apply to prevent recovery of direct, indirect, incidental, consequential, special and exemplary damages, arising from any of use of the 
products listed above, whether or not they ultimately receive awards from Play On Words LLC or display PAL Award seals for any of their products.

I certify that I have read and accepted these provisions and am duly authorized to sign on Entrant’s behalf and bind the Entrant to these terms. 

Signature

Printed Name

Title 

Date

1 - PLEASE  include an individual form with each single product sent 
2 - Provide all information and sign-off from authorized company signator
3 - Include payment of $395/product payable to “Play On Words LLC”
4 – Mail to: PAL Award, 10/1-5/31 N.CAROLINA 6/1-9/30 WISCONSIN
5 – eMail high res JPEG file of product image to sherry@playonwords.com
6 - Questions?   sherry@playonwords.com or bob@playonwords.com

THANK YOU !

TERMS

(No earlier than 6/1 prior year)

FORM CHECKLIST

Public Relations RepresentativeSubmitting Manufacturer / Publisher
Name
Title
Company
Address
Phone
Email
If Awarded Contact Manufacturer / Publisher Contact PR Representative

®

Fee included
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TOTAL DUE

PAL Award Sticker Order Form

PAL Winner Product Name(s)

Order Quantity (minimum of 1,000)

Diameter Seal (Check one)

SHIPPING

WINNER

1 - Minimum sticker order is 1,000 in increments of whole thousands
2 - One order form for each different type, size, or shipping destination
3 - Include signed “Media and Packaging License Agreement” with order
4 - Mail to: PAL Award, 10/1-5/31 N.CAROLINA 6/1-9/30 WISCONSIN
5 – eMail or ?’s  bob@playonwords.com or  sherry@playonwords.com
6 - Please make checks payable to “PLAY ON WORDS LLC”  THANKS!

FORM CHECKLIST

Name

Contact

Company

Street / PO BOX

City, State, Zip

Phone

eMail

, 0 0 0

PRICING

1.0 inch 2.0 inch

PAYMENT
Check Number

Stickers (Table)       

Item                       Subtotals                    

+ $ 20 Shipping  

+ 5.50% WI Tax      

$

TOTAL DUE 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Signature 

PLEASE MAIL TO:
PLAY ON WORDS LLC
PO Box 554
Elkhart Lake, WI
53020 - 0554

MAKE PAYABLE : PLAY ON WORDS LLC

Quantity    1.0 inch     1.5 inch     2.0 inch                    

1,000      $399          $449          $499                 

5,000      $899          $999          $1199                

10,000      $1199        $1299        $1399                 

25,000      $1499        $1699        $1899                

50,000      $2399        $2799        $3199                

100,000      $4599        $5399        $5899                 

*

Prices subject to final confirmation by Playonwords LLC*

1.5 inch

Date of Order

®

PAL Classic PAL Top Ten
Seal Type (Check one)

eMail/Phone 

$

$  20.00

$

$

PAL Winner Product Name(s)
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